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Abstract
DEVELOPING AFFORDABLE SMART SOLUTIONS FOR
POLICE REPORTING
Rodrigo Antonio Collao Benitez, M.S.
The University of Oklahoma, 2018
Supervisor: Joseph P. Havlicek
Due to the high costs of many eCitation systems currently on the market, many
police agencies are still using pen and paper to fill out their citations. This tra-
ditional citation method may be cost effective. However, it is time consuming
and the chance of errors occurring on the form are high. PARIS, an eCitation
system developed by The University Of Oklahoma (OU) Center For Intelligent
Transportation Systems (CITS), has solved many of the issues faced by these
agencies but because of the high cost of implementation, it is not a viable op-
tion for all police agencies in the State of Oklahoma. By taking advantage
of the smartphones already carried by most officers and the help of Xamerin
forms, I offer a solution based on the current design and implementation of
PARIS called PARIS+. The development of the cross platform application,
PARIS+, creates a police data collection system that is both more affordable
and easier to use than currently available systems while still delivering high ac-
curacy data for electronic citations. Since the system was also developed with
scalability in mind, it has the potential to be able to support Crash, Driving




Even with all of the technology currently available to us, there are many police
agencies that are still reporting crashes and speeding drivers using pen and
paper [4, 32,46]. This process is inefficient as officers take a long time to write
these citations and having incorrect collected data is always a possibility as
there are no validations systems that can help the officer while filling the form.
Incorrect information can add to this already lengthy possess because the forms
get rejected frequently as they are very likely contain errors because of the
complex nature of these forms [31,32,47,76].
It has been demonstrated that using technology the data collection pro-
cess can be improved as providing systems that are simple to use and have
strong validations can prevent the mistakes on forms [23, 26]. These systems
besides increasing the accuracy of the data are also capable of reducing the
amount of time needed to fill the form, as the number of keystrokes is kept
dramatically reduced and officers can add violations with just one click instead
of having to fill out an entirely new form [76]. Although current technologies
have provided great improvements to the traditional handwritten method, a so-
lution that can be afforded by all agencies does not exist in the market [4,32].
The main focus of this thesis is in finding a way to provide a solution to this
problem by developing a cross-platform application to create a police data col-
1
lection system that is less expensive and more simple to use than currently
available systems while still delivering highly accurate data. I will first explain
why it is important to have accurate data and discuss the current solutions in
the market. Next, I will explain the solutions that The State of Oklahoma has
implemented over the years to improve its data accuracy and I will mention
all of the options for developing cross-platform applications, and explain how
touch screens can be a feasible solution. All this to later propose my solution to
this problem and explain the details of implementation which make this system
possible.
In this thesis, I worked together with another student and developer,
Hesham Makhlouf, and Dr. Joseph P. Havlicek, who with I shared and dis-





Over the last two decades, the emergence of electronic citation (eCitations) has
positively impacted law enforcement by transforming their old handwritten
forms into digital forms that can be filled easily and quickly with the least
amount of errors [31]. All of this has been done with the help of eCitations
while also increasing the effectiveness and safety of officers in the field.
2.1 What are Electronic Citation (eCitation) Systems?
According to [31], Electronic Citation (eCitation) are systems that allow po-
lice officers to write citations in a digital manner and electronically submit and
print them. These systems, in addition to replacing the traditional handwritten
citations, provide efficiency and productivity [33]. Having digital data entry
allows for strong validation rules and ensures organized, legible and accurate
citations which reduces errors and dismissals in court [26]. The eCitation sys-
tem can capture, store and transmit data and make it available for multiple
users in almost real-time [31]. All of these features allow the agencies to re-
capture revenue that is currently lost to errors common in handwritten tickets
and also allows for the possibility of increased revenue since the issuing process
is reduced in time [31].
The following list of features which are commonly found in eCitation
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systems was given in [31]:
• Quickly capture driver’s information by using barcode scanners. This
data is used to automatically populate the forms
• Add extra warnings or violation with just one click
• Synchronize and submit citation data wirelessly to law enforcement agency’s
record management system (RMS) and any other government entity pro-
vided access to the system
• Strong validation rules that prevent the officer from making mistakes
• Receiving background information on the person being written up from
third party software integration that accesses criminal data
2.2 Importance of Accurate Data
The book “The Role Of Data” [26] states that:
“In today’s complex, rapidly changing environment, the Secre-
tary of Transportation, as chief adviser to the President and advo-
cate before the Congress on national transportation policies, must
have the capability to anticipate problems and devise policies to
shape the transportation system of the future.”
The authors of [26] say that this work requires plenty of data to measure per-
formance and critical thinking in order to understand the data and transform
it into a useful tool that will help make the best decisions. They also point
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out that data not only helps in making decisions but also helps in creating the
national policies that all agencies have to follow.
Also, [26] brings up an interesting point by mentioning how, in order to
stay competitive, the CEOs of many large companies have access to different
analysis tools which help them assess the data they have been able to collect. If
private companies are able to obtain and track this information, the manager
of a $30 billion public agency whose actions can affect a considerably large
amount of people, goods, and services should also have the same capabilities.
Advanced applications for data collection in the transportation sector
have the potential to enhance the speed and quality of data while simultane-
ously reducing its cost and the time it takes for reporting [26]. As mentioned
in [75] an important aspect of data is for it to be uniform. This means that
all of the data must follow the same format and structure. They also mention
that if all of the advanced applications follow a uniform coding system, such as
the one from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) for
state accident reports, we would be better equipped to make smarter decisions
in providing safer roadways. The authors also mention that there is a great
amount of potential in the idea of using applications to assist police in their
data recording. These applications would make it possible for officers to have
on-site accident data recording tools.
The proper recording of traffic accidents and speeding data by police has
always been an obstacle in the collection of meaningful state-level data [26].
Officers do their best to ensure that they enter data accurately according to
the data manual [42]. However, they are still humans and these forms that
they fill out can be time-consuming and complex. Thus, it is not uncommon
5
for mistakes to be made while filling out citations [31]. The authors of [26] also
mention that the lack of efficient measuring tools that help in determining the
position of the accident can also play a role in proper data recording. These
authors believe that providing police with computers that allow them to enter
accident and speeding data directly into the computer with set-up validation
rules could noticeably improve the quality of data collected by the state and
local police or other highway safety personnel.
We are constantly advancing our developed technologies so they can
continue to offer improvements to our lives. These advancements do not only
occur in data collection. Only a few years ago, the capabilities of phones were
limited to calling. Today, the phones on the market must offer many more fea-
tures in order to fit our current needs and expectations. Just like phones, the
methods we use to collect and analyze data in a more cost-effective manner are
constantly in need of improvement. Having the most up-to-date and accurate
data is essential in making well-informed decisions. As mentioned earlier, in ad-
dition to being accurate, data must be uniform. No matter how accurate data
is, it becomes much more difficult to work with if it is not uniform. As the au-
thors of [75] mention, it is nearly impossible to accurately analyze non-uniform
data. This is why they see the fact that different states and departments vary
in the way they collect their data as a cause for concern. Although the authors
consider this to be a very important issue, they express that it is difficult to
address when not all agencies have access to the same technologies. To try
to improve the situation, the Transportation Research Board (TRB) together
with Transportation Asset Management, Statewide Transportation Data and
Information Systems, and Geographic Information Science and Applications
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hosted a peer exchange in order to bring both data and highway safety profes-
sionals together to discuss the most important features in integrating roadway,
traffic, and crash data sources to support safety management. This discussion
illustrates that, while some agencies have been trying to reach data integra-
tion capabilities, many others have indicated that significant issues remain and
must be addressed before they can be integrated [75].
As you can imagine, data alone does not provide enough information;
multiple levels of analysis are required to translate data into useful information
for policymakers. This is another point that the authors of [26] focus on. They
also mention that safety is one of the main goals of transportation engineers.
As mentioned earlier, government agencies spend a lot of time and effort an-
alyzing traffic accidents in order to find some correlation between them. This
information could potentially be useful in providing better and safer road con-
ditions in the areas where they are needed [3]. As you can see in [9,57,80] not
only are government agencies trying to analyze this data, but there is a great
deal of research being done on this topic in order to help find better prediction
methods which could potentially help in preventing future accidents. So we
can conclude that, in order for this data to be useful in increasing safety, it is
necessary to have enough accurate data. Obtaining accurate data can poten-
tially be made easier to achieve with the use of technology in the field, where
the data is being collected. This technology can ensure the forms are filled
correctly and the data is as accurate as possible.
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2.3 Previous Approach
Before eCitations, as mentioned in [76], officers used to write citations with pen
and paper which caused many delays in the submissions of their forms. Not
only did this approach cause delays, but the process was a frustrating experi-
ence for the officers who had to spend many hours filling out these forms by
hand and then waiting to have them reviewed and accepted [46]. Additionally,
handwritten citations require a lot of time and training on the part of the offi-
cers in order for them to fully understand how to properly fill out the forms [46].
Handwriting a ticket may not seem like a difficult task, but when taking into
consideration the other factors that an officer is dealing with, the obstacles
become more clear [42]. While concentrating on writing tickets, officers are
standing in the middle of the road, could be in a hurry because they may have
just received another call, and they must constantly be aware of the actions
and intentions of the driver they pulled over [42]. It is difficult task despite
the training. Because of all of the added situational factors and distractions,
it is likely and understandable that even the best officers will eventually make
a mistake on the forms [46]. Jim Nielsen [42], a police officer and professor
of the criminal justice college degree at Rasmussen College, writes in his blog
about how he needs to make many decisions in a matter of seconds and how,
in these circumstances, every detail is important. He calls this “The Art of
Law Enforcement”. By this, he means that managing these circumstances and
balancing all of these distractions requires a strong attention to detail. Unfor-
tunately, this pressure can lead to mistakes being made. These mistakes made
by officers, in turn, could lead to a higher chance of dismissal in court [76].
These mistakes are so prevalent that a quick online search about how to get
8
Figure 2.1: Officer handwritting a citation on a roadway [42].
a ticket dismissed will bring up many results suggesting that the simplest way
is by finding a mistake on the form. There is even a startup, Fixed [37], that
provides a professional service for getting tickets dismissed in court by finding
errors on the ticket. As the authors of [76] mention, to avoid these dismissals,
the government has been trying to improve this process. In many instances,
the government has even tried to encourage the use of applications that could
help the officers collect accurate data in the field by using device sensors and
making that data accessible almost immediately to other interested parties.
2.4 ECitation Software On The Market
2.4.1 TraCS
As explained in [54], TraCS stands for Traffic and Criminal Software. TraCS is
a data collection and reporting software program developed by a contortion of
American states and Canadian provinces with funding from the United States
federal government. As the author explains, the goal of TraCS is to automate
the capture and transfer of incident data in the field. It is administrated by
9
and receives ongoing support and upgrades from a coalition of users called the
National Model for the Statewide Application of Data Collection and Manage-
ment Technology to improve Highway Safety.
The National Model
The National Model for the Application of Data Collection and Management
Technology to Improve Public Safty, an initiative by the Iowa Department of
Transportation, was the project that launched TraCS. The National Model
was founded by a consortium of 18 US states and Canadian provinces that are
designated as TraCS states and provinces [23].
The consortium uses TraCS to enable local, state, and federal public
safety entities to share information [54]. Shared use of this common software
allows the establishment of best practices to ensure accurate data acquisition.
Meyer [54] gives a chronological background of the history of TraCS
that is summarized here to provide a better understanding of the history and
current status of TraCS.
• In 1994, the Iowa DOT (Department of Transportation) worked with
the law enforcement community to develop a crash reporting system in
order to capture data on crashes. One year later, they decided to add
traffic citations and commercial motor vehicle inspections. The Federal
Highway Administration saw the potential in this software and, in 1996,
funded the State of Iowa to share TraCS with other states.
• By 2000, TraCS was growing and features such as the Incident Location
Tool (ILT) were being added to collect GIS coordinates to locate crashes
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and incidents. (GIS stands for geographic information system. It is
a framework for gathering, managing and analyzing data. It analyzes
spatial location and organizes layers of information into visualizations
using maps and 3D scenes.) In this same year, TraCS also released the
first development kit to allow states to manage the evolution of their
current paper forms into TraCS electronic forms and customize them to
their needs.
• In 2011, a browser-based version of TraCS was released that targeted
rural agencies which could utilize TraCS with minimal support costs.
• The last reported feature by [54] was a TraCS RMS that was released in
the 2nd quarter of 2014.
TraCS’ driver’s license bar code scanners could save officers on the
streets a great deal of time according to the authors of [76]. These authors
also estimate that using bar code scanning devices to populate electronic re-
ports can eliminate up to 750 keystrokes in a crash reported and up to 200
keystrokes per traffic citation which would reduce the overall time of writing
the citation.
In [76] the authors also claimed that TraCS reduced the time it took for
a crash report to complete a full cycle from up to 18 months in the State of
Iowa to 18 hours by transmitting data directly to all interested parties.
The states that currently use TraCS based on The National Model web-
site [58] are the listed on table 2.1.
Every state and agency using TraCS must train some of its officers to
maintain their version of the system and adapt it to their needs. Each state
11
Alaska Arizona Florida Illinois
Iowa Manitoba Minnesota Nebraska
New Mexico New York North Carolina North Dakota
Pennsylvania South Dakota Vermont Wisconsin
Table 2.1: TraCS’ partner states [58].
needs to develop their own versions of TraCS police forms, know as Tracs
Pack [23]. While this could be a useful feature to have, it is expensive and
difficult for agencies to maintain [5]. Eventually, the cost and maintenance
required by the system and the need for features not included in TraCS caused
the State of Oklahoma to opt out of the TraCS program in favor of a more
flexible and easy to modify system [5,32,46].
2.4.2 digiTICKET by Saltus
Saltus provides an eCitation solution called digiTICKET designed for state
and local governments. According to the website [68], they focus on ease-of-
use. Saltus expresses that the digiTICKET eCitation solution is not just an
electronic ticket book. It also provides other potentially useful features such as
photo captures, GPS mapping and enhanced reporting.
According to Saltus’ description, to run digiTICKET, a Windows Mo-
bile device or any tablet or laptop running Windows XP/7/8/10 is needed.
This feature allows agencies to utilize their current investments in hardware.
Some of the benefits listed by digiTICKET include the following:
• Improved officer safety
• Higher productivity
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Figure 2.2: Windows handheld device running Digiticket Software [68].
• Increased revenue by reducing ticket errors
• Automation of the ticketing process
How Does It Work?
According to digiTICKET’s documentation, this is how the process of writing
a citation works [68]:
1. Scan a driver license
By using digiTICKET, an officer can scan the back of virtually any states
drivers license or ID card to enter all of the driver’s information into the
ticket automatically whether the driver’s license stores the data on a
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magnetic strip or a barcode. The digiTicket system also offers the op-
tional capability to perform queries to The National Crime Information
Center (NCIC) on people and vehicles or pull query data from other mo-
bile software applications. If this capability is implemented, the returned
query data can be used to automatically fill person and vehicle fields on
the ticket.
2. Enter other ticket data
Using drop-down lists and easy-to-use screens, all data required to com-
plete a ticket can easily be entered in less than 60 seconds.
3. Add Violations
Most common violations are added by selecting from a drop-down list
or a simple key word search of the violations description no more cheat
sheets required. Officers can also add warnings and flag violations as
“grant” tickets.
4. Print the ticket
Paper tickets are printed from an affordable Bluetooth thermal printer.
Up to eight violations can be printed on a single four-inch wide ticket,
formatted to look just like the pre-printed ticket books. Officers can even
use digiTICKET to print differently formatted tickets based on ticket
type (i.e. parking, traffic or code enforcement).
5. Capture photo, electronic signature, voice note or fingerprint
Officers have the option of using the digiTICKET handheld ticket writer
to capture the violators signature along with a digital photo. If comments
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require a long narrative, the officer can also capture a voice recording of
the stop.
6. Synchronize ticket to the web application
Officers can easily submit ticket data to the digiTICKET web based soft-
ware from their handhelds, laptops or tablets running the digiTICKET
mobile software.
7. Manage Tickets
Once on the web software, designated users with web access can access
tickets online. Tickets can be reviewed and approved, edited, reproduced
in PDF format, and exported to the Court or Record Management Sys-
tem. This is not explained on their website but is very likely that this
will be hosted on digiTICKET servers, and it is not clear but very likely
that the data will owned by digiTICKET.
8. Manage statutes and court dates
Users with appropriate permissions can add, edit, or remove statutes
and update court dates and times. Court dates can be set to advance
automatically to the next available date based on docket size or number
of days to the next appropriate court type.
9. Create reports
All ticket data is stored on the digiTICKET web application and can be
used to create reports that the RMS or Court system does not already
provide.
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Figure 2.3: SceneDoc app screenshot [69]
.
2.4.3 SceneDoc
On its website [69], SceneDocs claims to be the first mobile tool in public
safety. The website also claims that they are trying to redefine the role of
mobile technology in public safety.
Some of the benefits that SceneDoc claim include the following:
• Proven to reduce stop time more than 50%
• Re-capture revenue previously lost to handwriting errors
• No more manual entry into court systems
• Less time spent on the side of the road
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• Issue a citation using any smart device
• Built-in ID scanner populates fields automatically
• Issue violator copy using bluetooth printer
• Data immediately flows to the cloud where it is now searchable
• Data is ready for direct export to the courts
How Does It Work?
SceneDoc describes on its website [69] that it was built while keeping configu-
ration in mind. According to their website, SceneDoc was designed to offer a
smooth user experience and to enable the officers to easily insert the data that
they collect in the field. For officers to start using SceneDocs, it is as simple
as having the app installed on a portable device such as a smartphone. Unlike
other competitors, SceneDocs takes advantage of the mobile devices that most
officers currently have in their possession and makes use of them in order to
collect valuable data.
SceneDoc listed features include the following:
1. Work from any device
2. Functions online or oﬄine
3. Real-time sync to web portal
4. Data exports to existing systems
5. Built-in efficiencies like ID scanner and voice dictation
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Figure 2.4: Thin Blue Line eCitation and eCrash [74].
2.4.4 Thin Blue Line
The Thin Blue Line (TBL) eCitation system, according to their website [74],
provides a platform that generates digital citations using an iPhone or iPad.
The software TBL provides can be deployed with minimal effort from a law
enforcement agency. In most cases, the agencies have to provide only a scanned
citation format and TBL claims that they will do all of the required setup. The
app is distributed using the Apple App Store for iOS devices.
TBL citations module, according to their documentation [74], is pretty
simple to use and requires almost no training. Their module comes with an
ID scanner that can scan everything from licenses to international ID’s and
immediately populate the information in the required fields. They also provide
auto-complete drop-down menus and simple search queries that allow for a rel-
atively straightforward user experience. Some fields, such as the court citation
and date fields, are even automatically populated as soon as a new citation is
created. On their website, they explain that they added this feature in order
to avoid errors from the officers in the field and to save them the time it would
take to enter this information. One of the unique features offered by TBL is
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that a citation can be generated in less than 60 seconds, and with advanced
users, it can even be done in less than 30 seconds [74].
Costs
Since TBL is using the smartphone approach (only supporting iOS devices like
iPhones and iPads), their system has the advantage of having basically no hard-
ware costs as most officers already have these devices [74]. Another positive
aspect of TBL is that deployment becomes quite simple thanks to the app store
provided by Apple. This is especially useful since iOS devices from Apple are
quickly becoming standard in most industries across the U.S as they are liked
for the security they provide and their hardware capabilities. Additionally, Ap-
ple is continuing to increase its popularity by targeting educational businesses
by offering more affordable models of their products [11, 12, 19, 22, 53]. As an
extra feature, Thin Blue Line provides lifetime updates, upgrades and ongoing
services to all of their customers.
Modularity
Another important feature TBL mentions [74] is that no other competitor of-
fers its modular design. Their universal reporting system comes with different
modules that can be added based on the agency’s need. They claim that
this allows for customization that can potentially improve user experience and









TBL claims [74] that an element that makes their system a viable option for
agencies is the compliance aspect. Because their eCitation is compliant with
The Criminal Justice Information Services Division, a division of the United
States Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI-CJIS), National Incident-Based
Reporting System (NIBRS) and Health Insurance Portability and Account-
ability Act (HIPAA), it allows the system to be used for Civil, Traffic, Parking,
and Criminal Citations. As mentioned previously in this chapter, having uni-
form data is crucial to having reliable data. The fact that the data is uniform
allows it to be used and shared seamlessly across different organizations [74].
2.4.5 Quicket Solutions
As they explain on their website [63], Quicket solutions is a cloud-based e-
citation system. The description of Quicket as an eCitation System explains
that, like almost all of the previous approaches, it allows for the recapture of
lost revenue and increases officers’ safety.
The benefits that Quicket Solution claims to provide include the follow-
ing [63]:
• Zero Upfront Costs: For a monthly fee, they offer the whole solution
which provides software, cloud service and support. There are no upfront
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Figure 2.5: Quicket Solutions logo [63].
customization or installation fees.
• Cloud-Based: Since they provide a cloud based service, agencies are not
required to maintain their own servers. This can be both an advantage
and disadvantage. It is an advantage because they do not need to have
the required IT infrastructure. However, there is a high chance that the
data will not be owned by the agencies but by the provider.
• Data Analytics: Quicket Services provides powerful data analysis using
data mining. Thus, allowing the agencies to detect patterns and make
predictions.
• Robust Security: Quicket Services is in compliance with the Criminal
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Justice Information Services (CJIS) division of the FBI.
Products
As they explain on their website, Quicket’s E-citation module is a Windows
and Android compatible application. Some of the features they offer include
the following [63]:
• Integration with courthouses
• Integration with Quicket cloud
• Drop-downs to prevent errors in typing
• Auto population of fields
Quicket also provides an Incident and Crash platform that allows users
to have access to the following [63]:
• In-depth reporting
• Digital signatures
• Live collaboration between officers and supervisors
• Artificial intelligence to link data
2.4.6 Brazos Technology
Tyler’s Brazos e-citation software solution provides a mobile electronic citation
solution [77]. It provides flexibility for the agencies with no required changes
to their current infrastructure [77].
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Figure 2.6: Tyler Technologies logo [77].
According to Tyler services, officers can submit their citations using
a mobile device that automatically uploads the data into any system of the
officer’s agency [77]. The key features mentioned by Tyler Technologies about
their Brazos e-citation include the following [77]:
• Reduces time spent on traffic stops and parking citations
• Increases officer and violator safety
• Eliminates data entry errors on citations
• Eliminates data entry into court and public safety records systems
• Reduces total cost of processing citations
• Requires minimal IT support
• Provides complete citation, statistical and mapping reports
• Auto-fills suspect information from drivers license, VIN number or regis-
tration sticker
• Operates on any Microsoft OS mobile device
• Interfaces with any public safety records management or court case man-
agement system
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2.4.7 PARIS by CITS
Police Automated Record Import System (PARIS) is a record management
system developed by the Center For Intelligent Transportation Systems at The
University of Oklahoma [46] that enables the Oklahoma Department of Public
Safety to electronically import crash data from a large number of agencies into
existing DB2 data warehouses. PARIS allows agencies to import crash data
while also avoiding undesirable costs and security problems. Not only this, but
PARIS also provides validated and accurate data and reduces the submission
time of data [47].
Some advantages of PARIS include the following:
• Reduction of time spent on a traffic stop
• Increased safety for both officer and violator
• Strong validation rules both on the clients and the servers. (Client vali-
dation means the system will prevent the user from submitting data that
is not complete or incorrect, like incorrect date format, a field with more
characters than the maximum length. Server side validation will make
sure the data is correct before actually saving it to the databases. )
• Reports and statistics
• Interface with court management system
• One interface for all applications. On previous approaches, officers had
to move between applications to find the information they needed
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• Oﬄine login. This allows officers to generate forms even when they do
not have internet coverage
PARIS also provides its users with a sophisticated crash finder, a tool
that allows the officers to retrieve all of the location information for the crash
forms by simply clicking the location of the incident on a map [32]. PARIS also
allows the officers to draw an accident diagram using professional tools and
then import the drawing back into the application and attach it to the crash
report forms.
PARIS has an ID scanner that not only auto-populates the information
of the form but also retrieves background information about the driver [32].
This way, officers can have a better understanding of what kind of person they
are dealing and whenever that person has previous violations and/or outstand-
ing warrants or charges.
2.5 Mobile Apps
Nowadays, almost all working adults have a smartphone. They are no longer
considered a luxury item [38, 51, 62]. We are in an era of mobility- the growth
of mobile markets in terms of both the number of devices sold (smartphones
and tablets) and the number of downloaded mobile applications illustrates
this [14,40,49,73]. As mentioned in [49], the growth of mobile smartphones also
comes with the fragmentation of mobile platforms (or mobile OS) which makes
developing applications much more difficult and time consuming. Applications
must be available on as many platforms as possible to be competitive. Luckily,
as has been seen in the past few years, platforms have been appearing and dis-
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appearing and have now reached a point at which only two leading platforms
remain and dominate the mobile device marketplace. The most recent exam-
ple of this is Windows Phone OS, a response from Microsoft to Android, and
iOS. However, they ended up canceling the program last year [44, 79]. Every
platform comes with an Software Development Kit (SDK) and each requires
specific programming skills in terms of both languages and API so that de-
velopers can code applications on their platforms [13, 21, 39, 56]. This creates
additional redevelopment costs for software developers who who must work on
multiple platforms. Because of this, plenty of research has been invested into
trying to develop a way to write code that can run on all platforms [49].
Consider all of the smartphones running Android; there are many dif-
ferent manufacturers such as Samsung, Huawei, HTC, Google, Motorola, and
all of them provide several phone models that have different specifications like
screen size, available memory, and processor speed. There are many different
types of smartphones being used. Because of the many variations offered, mod-
ern applications are expected to run on a variety of web and mobile platforms
with diverse software and hardware level features.
Applications may require substantial effort and re-development to port
from one platform to another. This dramatically increases the required time
and skills needed by the developers and also increases the cost of production.
A solution is represented by a framework for cross-platform development [49].
Raj and Tolety [49] classify cross-platform frameworks in four categories: web,
hybrid, interpreted and cross-compiled.
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Figure 2.7: Web app block diagram, after [64].
2.5.1 Web Approach
As explained in [49] the web approach is a website that behaves as an applica-
tion but is designed to execute in the web browser of a mobile device. Usually,
these are developed using HTML, CSS and JavaScript. There is no need to
have any application installed; the only application needed is the browser and
the server-driven web application data. Since the application is based on the
browser, it is platform independent. Figure2.7 explains the common flow of a
web application. A mobile browser talks to a server which replies with files and
records from the database that then become rendered on the browser.
The advantages mentioned by Raj and Tolety are as follows [64]:
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• It does not require installation on the devices- the user simply needs to
navigate to the url.
• Since all of the data is hosted on a server, updates to the system are
maintenance free.
• All web browsers work parsing html. Therefore, one web user interface
can be reused on any platform.
The disadvantages are as follows [64]:
• The web platform cannot be distributed on any app store. This could
negatively impact the distribution of the system since it is not easily
available on the app store.
• The performance might not be as good as the native app, especially if
there is a bad connection.
• The native capabilities on the devices such as specific hardware like sen-
sors (accelerometers, fingerprint reader) cannot be accessed.
• Developers do not have control of how the browser renders the view.
• It has to have a working internet connection to function. If the network
is down, the app cannot function.
2.5.2 Hybrid Approach
According to [49], Hybrid apps are in between web and native technologies.
These apps run on an embedded web container on a mobile device. Basically,
it is the native web browser of the operating system running in full screen with
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Figure 2.8: Hybrid app block diagram, after [64].
all of the static information loaded on the phone so it does not depend on a web
server all the time (unless it needs to consume data). See Figure 2.8. Besides
this, as the author of [49] mentions, it is very similar to the web approach;
some native capabilities are still accessible through an abstraction layer- usually
javascript APIs- that allow the developer access the native features. Hybrid
apps can work both as consuming services and as standalone applications. Since
hybrid apps can also work standalone, they need to be downloaded and can be
distributed using app stores.
The advantages of using hybrid apps, as mentioned in [49], are as follows:
• It is available to download on the app store.
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• User interface is totally reusable across all different platforms.
• Access to native features is available through an abstraction layer.
• It is available for oﬄine use and is powered by the device capabilities.
The disadvantages of having hybrid apps, as mentioned in [49], are as follows:
• Performance is not as good as native applications since it is still running
through a browser.
• Not all native features might be available.
• The user interface might not be as smooth as on a native app.
2.5.3 Cross Compiled Approach
From [64], we can see that when developing cross compiled applications, the
cross compiler converts the source code to native binaries. All of this is handled
on the back-end by a cross compiler that generates the executable code for each
particular platform. See Figure 2.9. And, as the author explains, this is highly
dependent upon the efficiency and reliability of the cross compiler.
Some of the advantages of having a cross compiled app are as follows [49]:
• They have all the native features possessed by any native app.
• All native user interface components can be used.
• Performance is very high compared to any of the previous approaches
mentioned.
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Figure 2.9: Crossplatform app block diagram, after [64]
.
Some of the disadvantages of using the cross compiled approach are as
follows [49]:
• Some platform specific code might be needed as some parts of the interface
might not be reusable.
• It works well for small applications. However, on more complex applica-
tions, native approach will have better performance than the cross com-
piled.
• It takes a longer time to compile.
Nowadays, the times when a native app is really necessary are decreas-
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ing. With the current improvements in technologies, even web apps will start
to have access to native features on the phone such as fingerprint readers [78].
Hybrid apps’ abstraction layers to access native features are improving and the
performance of these functions have increased noticeably [29]. We are arriv-
ing at a point at which native app development does not have to occur too
often and is being left for only specific cases where its development is really
needed [28].
2.6 Touch Screens for User Interfaces
Years ago, we started out with resistive touchscreen interfaces that were not
considered to be user-friendly; these interfaces forced the user to use a pointing
tool to be able to make selections on the screen. After a while, we moved on to
the use of capacitive touch screens with multi-touch capabilities. Touch screens
have been improved significantly in the last few years. These types of touch
screens can currently be found on almost all consumer devices on the market.
According to [6], capacitive touch screens are precise and eliminate the need
for a pointing tool. This provides for a better user experience as the user is
now able to use his or her finger to interact with the screen [6].
Albinsson and Zhai [6] explain that touch screens may not initially ap-
pear to be the most user friendly solution to user input. However, when con-
sidering the fact that both the data rendering and the interaction happen on
the same surface, this makes touch screens one of the most direct user inter-
faces [6]. Albinsson and Zhai also point out that the fact that there is zero
displacement between the user input and the system output. This feature
makes touch screens one of the most intuitive interfaces to use. Albinsson and
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Zhai goes on to explain that, since touchscreens have their control on top of the
screen, there is no need for an extra input device. This can make them more
robust than any other input devices such as a computer mouse. However, they
can have some limitations. When the user uses their finger to interact with
the device, their finger might cover part of the screen. Plus, using the finger
as a pointing device might be difficult when the targets are smaller than the
finger’s width [6].
In [50] Lee and Zhai point out one important feature that touch screen
interfaces have: they allow developers to place “soft buttons” based on their
need. These buttons are rendered graphically and can appear or disappear
based on the interaction context. They can also change in color and size based
on their position and the screen space availability.
Touch interfaces have been revolutionizing many fields including air-
craft. Avsar, Fischer and Rodden [15] show this while designing a novel touch
screen interface to improve flight deck operations. They came up with promis-
ing results when they built an interface based on the touch input experience of
the pilots.
There have been some studies done on trying to demonstrate the per-
formance capabilities of touchscreen interfaces [25, 43, 50, 60, 70]. While they
can have some disadvantages, depending on the application, touchscreens can
be as fast as any other user input mechanism or even faster. This can happen
as long as a good interface with big enough touch inputs is designed to take
advantage of the touch capabilities of the screen [70].
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Chapter 3
An Affordable eCitation Application
Before 2007, police officers in the State of Oklahoma were still writing citations
and crash forms using pen and paper [5]. According to a contract [47] found
in The Center For Intelligent Transportation Systems’ (CITS or ITS) records,
during this time, the Oklahoma Department of Public Safety (DPS) was re-
ceiving a large volume of traffic records from numerous police agencies across
the state and maintaining a repository of records for crash reports, traffic ci-
tations, and others. Once the officers had written these forms, clerk-typists
would manually enter the data for archival storage in the DPS main DB2 data
warehouse where the forms were also scanned to create an electronic image for
archival storage .
3.1 The Beginning of Electronic Data Entry in Okla-
homa
According to a technical report written by the CITS group [23], there was
a strong desire from federal and State levels to implement electronic police
reporting with data validation, but the need for improved data accuracy and
timeliness in Oklahoma increased notably subsequent to January 1, 2007, as
the new Oklahoma Uniform Crash Report form was deployed. Following the
Crash Form’s deployment, the State of Oklahoma was experiencing difficulties
with the automated scanning and data validation associated with it.
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The Oklahoma Department of Public Safety (DPS) has been involved
with TraCS since the earliest days of the National Model. Currently, DPS is the
Oklahoma lead TraCS agency. However, sufficient funds were not available to
support TraCS development as the report [23] explains. Before mid-2005, Okla-
homa Highway Safety Office (OHSO) obtained funds for TraCS development
and OHSO contracted the University of Oklahoma Intelligent Transportation
Systems (CITS) to initiate efforts to do the following [23]:
• Develop the Oklahoma TraCS electronic forms suite
• Investigate options for the required infrastructure to support TraCS de-
ployment to Oklahoma Highway Patrol (OHP) on a statewide basis
• Provide technical recommendations about strategies to deploy TraCS in
Oklahoma
CITS then sent a team of developers to Florida Sate University in Tal-
lahassee, Florida, to visit a TraCS laboratory to learn how the Florida TraCS
Pack (as explained in the previous chapter this is the state’s custom TraCS
electronic forms suite) was designed and implemented [5].
This project was referred to as the TraCS Pre-Pilot Project and it con-
tinued through the end of 2007 [23]. As the report details, the Pre-Pilot project
involved several contributions from a large number of individuals from several
agencies listed on the CITS report, and members of DPS and OHP that held
significant leadership roles.
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3.1.1 The Oklahoma TraCS Pre-Pilot Project
The project begun on May 1, 2005, and, as the CITS report [23] explains, the
goals of the project included the following:
• Development of the Oklahoma specific state suite of electronic TraCS
police forms (also referred as the Oklahoma TraCS Pack). These forms
included the following:
1. The new Oklahoma Crash Report Form as the top priority.
2. Oklahoma Citation Form.
3. Oklahoma Contact Form, Felony Case Record Form.
4. Financial Responsibility Form, Stored Vehicle Report Form.
5. Several specialized versions of 7-Day Activity Report Forms.
• Evaluation of the technologies that could be used for the deployment
of TraCS Pilot project for OHP, including hardware and software ele-
ments, and communications infrastructure. It was important to consider
the cost of long-term support and maintenance and ease of achieving in-
terpretability with existing police tools like Aspen(a commercial vehicle
enforcement software) and MobileCop(police secure communication tool)
while making the evaluations.
• Hardware and Software technologies recommendations for the official
OHP TraCS Pilot Project deployment
At that time, the TraCS Pre-Pilot project became a major project for
the CITS group [5,24]. During the Pre-Pilot project, the CITS group ran sev-
eral extensive evaluations on hardware and software to find out which were the
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most suitable for the official project. The hardware evaluations included com-
puters, peripheral devices, USB Hubs, external hard drives, signature pads, 2-D
barcode scanners, magnetic strip readers, printers and communication hard-
ware. During the software evaluations, the team tested the available Crash
Diagram Tools, the options for TraCS database selection, interoperability with
DB2(database product by IBM), Mobilis and INDICIUS (optical character
recognition (OCR) software to import data from PDF documents ), interoper-
ability with MobileCop and Aspen(a commercial vehicle enforcement software)
and MobileCop(police secure communication tool).
One of the most remarkable evaluations performed by CITS was the
Communication Hardware. As explained in the report, CITS was able to de-
velop a capability for End Shifting TraCS forms over a cellular telephone circuit
switched data link [23]. The term “End Shift” originated from a legacy notion
that Troopers/Police Officers would transfer forms at the end of a shift [32].
With the current TraCS technology of that time and with the appropriate de-
signed communication network, it was possible for a Trooper to continuously
End Shift electronic forms [23]. However, the CITS report also explains that
TraCS provided only the software support and data protocols for the End Shift
operation, but not any design or specification for the actual physical com-
munication network. Since the hardware and infrastructure for each state is
vastly different, the physical communication network for the End Shifts must
be implemented and designed individually by each state.
Once a form or group of forms has been End Shifted, they become visible
to the Trooper’s supervisors using a desktop computer running a version of
TraCS configured for supervisory functions [23]. Supervisors will then have
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to access the forms and accept the forms or reject them if they contained
any problems. If forms were accepted, they would then be transfered to a
TraCS Server. However, if they were rejected, they would be returned to the
trooper with a message explaining why it was rejected(this is called Start Shift
operation as the officers receive rejected forms at the beginning of the next start
shift). The trooper would then have to fix the error and submit it again and
wait for approval. According to the report [23], in most states, these traffic
records data must be extracted from TraCS Server database and transfered
to other databases and records management systems. These extractions and
transfer mechanism are not part of TraCS and they must be designed and
implemented by each state.
3.1.2 Pre-Pilot Project Results
The Pre-Pilot project ran from May 1, 2005, to December 31, 2007. The
necessary suite of Oklahoma forms (TraCS Pack) was developed including both
new and previous versions of Crash Forms, Citation, Contact, Stored Vehicle
Report, Financial Responsibility, Felony Case Record and Seven-Day Activity
report forms. CITS also developed databases and validations rules for all of
the forms. The necessary TraCS server was deployed at DPH Headquarters
in Oklahoma City and the Start Shift and End shift were implemented using
both, aircard wireless links and cellular circuit switched data links. A wide
variety of peripheral devices were tested by the Pre-Pilot Troopers along with
different crash diagram tools. CITS demonstrated the feasibility of deploying
TraCS on an agency-wide basis. During this Pre-Pilot project, real crash forms
were submitted electronically by the Trooper, Troy Thompson.
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Figure 3.1: TraCS Pilot Project System Overview [23].
3.1.3 Official Oklahoma TraCS Pilot Project
The TraCS Pilot Project was based on the results of the Pre-Pilot. It initi-
ated on January 1, 2008, and ended up lasting for one month [23]. Each of
the Troopers was equipped with a laptop computer running Windows operat-
ing system with TraCS installed (TraCS Mobile Unit on 3.1). Each Trooper
had to connect to DPS Virtual Private Network (VPN) using a software called
NetMotion that was loaded on their computers. The internet connectivity was
provided by GPRS aircards and TraCS servers were running on DPS Headquar-
ters protected by the DPS private network firewall as can be seen in Figure 3.1.
Supervisors used desktop computers, generally located at the Troop Headquar-
ters, with TraCS installed. The approved crash forms were exported to the
DB2 data warehouse and images of the crash forms where saved to the Mobilis
document management system.
The hardware configuration was the same for all Pilot project Troopers
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Figure 3.2: TraCS Pilot Hardware Configuration [23].
and, as mentioned previously, it was based on the results from the Pre-Pilot
project. The computers were plugged to a USB Hub to connect all the periph-
erals and were provided with a power supply developed by the CITS group.
A bluetooth dongle(for a wireless bluetooth barcode scanner), thermal printer,
and a magnetic strip reader were attached to the USB Hub to interface with
the computer. See Figure 3.2.
The software configuration had a COM Port Management service that
allowed all the applications(TraCS, ASPEN, and MobileCop) to capture and
convert data received on a physical serial port. The data was captured and
then relayed to all the virtual communication ports on the machine monitored
by applications such as TraCS, MobileCop or ASPEN.
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3.1.4 Pilot Project Outcomes
The pilot project was conducted during the month of January in 2008. During
the Pilot project, according to CITS report, nine crash reports were End Shifted
by the Pilot Troopers and a total of 31 Crash forms were End Shifted during
the Pre-Pilot and Pilot projects. Nine of the End Shifted Crash forms were
approved and successfully scanned into INDICIUS. Nine Stored Vehicles Report
Forms and four Activity Report Forms were also End Shifted during the Pilot
Project. Some of the Pilot project Troopers and Supervisors experiences a few
issues while using the TraCS Pilot system. However, overall, the project was
highly successful and Oklahoma had a working solution that could considerably
improve their data timeliness and correctness.
CITS had an exit survey that was given and answered by the Pilot
Project Troopers and Supervisors. Some of the positive aspects include the
following [23]:
• Troopers found TraCS Crash Report Form easy to use and it saved them
significant time.
• Several Troopers said that, if the peripheral devices were functioning
correctly, the Crash Report Form could be filled out much faster than
the paper version. However, they also pointed out that, if the devices
failed, then the TraCS version of the forms would take much longer to be
filled than the paper version.
• End Shift and Start Shift procedures were easy and smooth.
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• Troopers were enthusiastic with one of the crash diagram tools, Easy
Street Draw, saying that it was easy to use and well designed plus it
produced professional looking crash diagrams.
Some of the problems reported by the Troopers and administrators in-
clude the following:
• They felt TraCS was complicated and confusing.
• Many Troopers lost forms due to the End Shift procedure failing. Indi-
cations were given that it had been End Shifted successfully when they
actually were not. The same issue was reported from the supervisor side;
they would reject a form, but the Trooper would never get it back.
• TraCS did not provide its user with an autosave option, so if the program
was prematurely terminated for any reason, any form the Troopers were
working on would be lost.
• Many of them reported difficulty using TraCS because of lack of computer
resources. Additionally, it could take up to 45 minutes to load TraCS,
and switching between applications would be slow.
In conclusion, the TraCS Pre-Pilot and official Pilot were a success, and
CITS demonstrated that TraCS could be deployed to OHP to improve traffic
records with only minor engineering improvements.
3.2 Crash Reporting System (CRS)
To collect information about CRS, I interviewed one of the heads of the CITS
group, Dr. Joseph Havlicek [46], along with current and former developers of
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the group [5,24,71]. Dr. Havlicek explained that CRS was developed as a web
based system that can be deployed for agencies that do not have the IT infras-
tructure for TraCS. CRS would provide these agencies with similar electronic
form submission for Crash Forms so that the problem of data timeliness and
data accuracy discussed in section 3.1 can still be solved even for agencies who
can not afford the infrastructure that is needed to run TraCS.
As Wolff explained during [71], the project was piloted with strategically
located agencies such as, The City Of Sand Springs, Durant, Calere, Hugo and
Eufaula Police Agencies.
CRS was a success in serving these agencies and in helping The State
of Oklahoma to continue improving its data timeliness and data accuracy [46].
Additionally, as Nguyen [24] and Wolff [71]- some of the main developers of this
project- explained, all of these agencies are still actively using CRS to report
their Crash Forms.
Due to concerns regarding the cost of keeping CRS validation rules in
sync with the validation rules in TraCS, agency support, and the IT infrastruc-
ture of a long list of agencies, the CRS was not deployed to more agencies.
These days, CITS still receives requests from other agencies that would
like to use CRS. However, as Wolff mentiones in [71] they are not permitted to
allow access to any new agencies. It is also important to point out that CRS
only supports crash forms and does not support citation ticketing.
During [71], Wolff explained that the current version of CRS is not
actively maintained as no funding is assigned to it. Therefore, it operates in
the same manner as it did when it was originally developed eight years ago.
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Figure 3.3: Current CRS login page render on an up-to-date version of Google
Chrome Browser.
She mentioned that it is still compatible with most browsers, but is not user
friendly to operate on small screens like mobile devices. Some of the principal
problems with CRS, as Wolff explained, are that the forms have not been
updated since it was developed and there are formatting issues that still exist.
Additionally, the validation rules are out of date. There are currently no future
plans to update CRS and its future availability to the agencies that still use it
is currently unknown.
3.3 PARIS, TraCS Successor
According to the contract mentioned previously [47], the completion of TraCS
Pilot Project along with the Oklahoma Highway Patrol and the online Crash
Reporting System provided to some agencies, demonstrated the potential for
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electronic acquisition and management of data to improve DPS Records Man-
agement Systems with regard to timeliness and data quality.
TraCS was a successful and risk-free solution, and as The State of Okla-
homa had already improved their data timeliness and quality, they were looking
to add more features to continue improving their solution. However, TraCS
had a proprietary approach which prevented any other state from obtaining
the source code and making changes to it [23]. Only one private company was
authorized to implement changes to the source code [5,24,32,46]. Additionally,
future changes to this policy were not anticipated. So, if a particular state,
such as Oklahoma, had a software development team and wanted to make a
state modification to TraCS, it was very likely that this change could have been
made quickly and cost effectively by Oklahoma. However, as only one com-
pany was allowed to modify the source code; it was not possible for states to
implement their own changes. As explained by Dr. Havlicek [46] and the CITS
report [23], to be able to make changes, each state would have to implement
these changes by contracting the company that had the authority to make the
changes and the changes would then be made available to all states that are
members of the coalition at no cost. The other way in which a state could
make changes or enhancements, as the report [23] mentions, is by building a
support for the changes in the National Steering Committee. However, as ex-
plained in [5, 23, 32, 46] even when a state was able to obtain a contract with
the private company to build their changes, there were situations in which the
software development resources of the company were fully utilized by the needs
of the National Steering Committee. Under those situations, the Iowa DOT
or the National Steering Committee had the authority to prohibit individual
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states from contracting the company for state specific modifications.
At this point, Oklahoma had decided that their best option was to start
building their own solution. Since they had a positive experience on previous
projects with CITS group, they asked them to build their new system. The
new system they asked for needed to be able to grow, change and scale as much
as was necessary.
Based on the contract [47], the main concept of PARIS was to have a
system that would transmit electronic forms to a physical or logical subnetwork
(DMZ) located at the University of Oklahoma instead of DPS. This secure
server would have error checks, validations, and translate the data to a format
identical to what TraCS was using. In general, it would simplify and improve
the security of the DPS private network.
From the contract mentioned earlier [47], we can see that compared to
TraCS, PARIS was intended to have the following qualities :
• Be simpler, more efficient, and more cost effective. Thus, allowing DPS
to deal with a single source of external crash data arriving in a unified
format from a secure source
• Improve security of the DPS private network
• Improve reliability and performance regarding fixes, network outages, and
data formatting problems
• Provide an interface with third party software like MobileCop including
NCIC queries
• Have built-in ID scanner support
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• Have a crash finder tool that would allow users to fill out all of the crash
data information with only a couple of clicks
• Work oﬄine and synchronize data when it is back online without loosing
any forms. TraCS assumed the transmission would always work and many
times Troopers were loosing their forms as the transmission did not got
through and TraCS did not keep a copy of their forms locally
PARIS was developed to improve upon the capabilities and performance
of TraCS in order to better satisfy Oklahoma’s needs. It was tested by multiple
Troopers before it was deployed for the first time to the Oklahoma Highway
Patrol and later on to the Oklahoma City Police and Tulsa Police [5,24]. These
three agencies are the ones that produce the majority of crash form data that
comes into DPS as they handle most of the collisions in the state [5, 8, 24, 32].
These are also the places where most of the accidents occur [8]. This can
be seen more clearly in Figure 3.4, a report from the Statewide Analysis for
Engineering & Technology (SAFE-T) .
PARIS has a high acceptance rate among the officers that use it [24,
32, 46]. In an interview with an officer from Woods County Sheriff’s Office [4]
who is actively using PARIS, the officer gave it a rating of 10 out of 10 on
usability and ease of use. As officer Honeyman explained, Woods County has 7
officers and all of the officers are provided with Panasonic Toughbook laptops
that are designed to survive under extreme conditions. However, only one of
these seven officers currently runs PARIS. However, because of his positive
feedback, the remainder of the agency is scheduled to receive PARIS in the
first quarter of 2018. One of the highest selling points of PARIS for this agency
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Figure 3.4: Collision report generated using SAFE-T [8].
is that its simplicity greatly reduces the time spent writing citations. This was
affirmed by the officer in more than one instance during the meeting. The
interviewed officer stated that he is able to fill out a citation in less than a
couple of minutes thanks to PARIS’ easy-to-use interface and validations. He
also mentioned that, even though PARIS has an available oﬄine mode, he has
not had to use it since his agency has a reliable internet provider which greatly
reduces the chance that internet will not be available.
3.4 Data Flow
As seen in the figure below provided during the interviews [5, 24], there are
three digital entry data points in the Oklahoma Collision Data Flow. These
points are the CRS, Tulsa Police Department eCitation system, and PARIS.
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Figure 3.5: Oklahoma collision data flow [5,24].
The Tulsa Police Department eCitation system requires some adaptation in
order to provide the data in the same format as the other two systems. Once
all of the data is in the same format, all of the information can then be inserted
into the OU Federated Database(also known as Virtual Database- a way to
view and query several databases as if they were a single entity). As both Dr.
Campbell [5] and Dr. Nguyen [24] explained, the data from the database can
then be accessed by the DPS Mainframe, which is in charge of data edits and
inserting the paper forms submitted by some police departments like the OU
P.D. As seen in the figure ??, the data can then be passed to the Oklahoma
Department of Transportation (ODOT) for quality control. At this time, any
additional details can also be added. Once these steps are complete, the data
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can be used again in reports using a reporting tool called SAFE-T.
3.5 Problems with the Current Implementations
PARIS was and is a solution to the problems that the State of Oklahoma origi-
nally needed to solve. Additionally, most of the officers who have tested it have
high praise for it and believe that it makes their work simpler [4,32,46] However,
there are many agencies that can not afford to have computers placed in every
car or the IT infrastructure and support needed to run PARIS. It is important
to mention that PARIS was not designed to solve budgetary problems or to be
budget conscious. Although PARIS could not be implemented in every agency
because many smaller agencies do not have the necessary amount of comput-
ers, most of the officers in these agencies do have smartphones as explained
on Section 2.5. These smartphones provide an opportunity to bring electronic
citations services to smaller police agencies in Oklahoma and elsewhere.
Other current commercial systems in the market are expensive, and it
is very unlikely that they can interface to state databases in the State of Okla-
homa, as it is unlikely that they meet state electronic reporting requirements
and there are many political challenges [32,47]. Also, none of the other commer-
cial systems seem to consider oﬄine access, a feature from PARIS and TraCS.
Although many officers are provided with excellent internet services, having
oﬄine access is a crucial feature [46]. In the case that there is an internet issue,
having oﬄine availability would ensure that the officer does not experience any
problems or frustrations should internet suddenly become unavailable.
Most of the current services do not target smaller agencies. This means
that most of these small agencies still have to write citations and crash reports
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using paper and pen because they can not afford any of the options on the
market [46]. Even if any of the other services offer viable options, it is very
likely that the service provider would own the capture data and customization
would most likely be expensive.
Most of the current solutions on the market work using expensive print-
ing devices, such as the ones that can be seen on the eCitation Coalition Mem-
bers with very popular printers manufacturers [30]. Most of these systems work
using Thermal Printers but they seem to be only compatible with top quality
printers. Acquiring these printers would add extensively to the final budget of
the agencies.
Small agencies need a solution that would allow them to digitally collect
data in a platform that can run on many devices and is not only less expen-
sive but also simpler to use while still delivering high accuracy data [32, 46].
Therefore, this solution should offer the same features as PARIS while adding
the additional offering of a more affordable option.
3.6 Potential Solution
The solution I am proposing will target all agencies that currently do not use
electronic submissions because they can not afford the required hardware. This
solution is an inexpensive electronic citation system that delivers high accuracy
data in a user-friendly manner using existing hardware for agencies such as
smartphones and low-price peripherals. As this solution will try to maintain
all of the features from the current solution developed by the CITIS group,
PARIS, but be a light and cross-platform version. The proposed name for the
solution is PARIS+ Mobile. In addition to the solution explained in this thesis,
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the CITS group is currently developing the new version of PARIS Desktop, also
called PARIS+ as it will come with new features such a redesigned user interface
and better data analytics tools.
Since the proposed solution should be inexpensive, a good approach is
to use hardware that agencies and officers currently have- such as smartphones.
As discussed in the previous chapter, smartphones are very popular and most
people are familiar with how to use them [38, 51, 62]. The platform will be an
Android and iOS application that can easily and cost-effectively be deployed
using the Play Store for Android and App Store for Apple devices (the common
places where smartphone users go to download their apps). Since this solution
does not have a large budget (initially there was no budget) for development
or many developers, the most affordable approach would be to share as much
code as possible between the iOS and Android applications. As mentioned in
chapter 2, the approaches that allow developers to share code between differ-
ent platforms are Web, Hybrid, and Cross-platform solutions [64]. Because
the platform must be available for oﬄine usage, the web approach must be
discarded due to the fact that it needs to reach the server to get the content
in order to load. There is a chance that the hybrid approach’s performance
will not be fast enough to provide the smooth experience that the agencies are
seeking. Therefore, the cross-platform is probably the most viable approach to
solving this problem.
3.6.1 Choosing a Framework
I analyzed different cross-platform frameworks that allow developers to share
the greatest amount of code across all platforms while still having native and
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high performing applications. The solutions considered were, React Native [35],
Native Script [59], and Xamarin Forms [55].
3.6.2 React Native
React Native is an Open Source initiative from Facebook developed with the
purpose of fixing performance issues on their applications. React Native is
based on the React web library used to develop web applications [27]. There-
fore, its coding and structure are very similar to that of web developing. It is
coded using JavaScript, a very popular web language, and allows developers to
create both real and native mobile applications [35]. This framework is espe-
cially useful in that, according to its documentation, it allows coders to build
applications very quickly and reload these applications instantly.
React Native has become quite popular in the development commu-
nity [36]. In fact, it is no longer maintained by Facebook and instead is cur-
rently maintained by the online developer community. The number of devel-
opers using it is steadily increasing every month and countless libraries are
created using the framework. These libraries are then shared by developers all
over the world. As can be seen on the graph from stackoverflow, one of the
most popular blogs/forums for developers, most of the questions and activity
in 2017 were already coming from React Native.
Although React Native has shows to be quite popular within develop-
ers, it still has potential issues. These issues were considered and, based on my
experience, I have made the following conclusions. First of all, the libraries are
maintained solely by the community. This means that there is a high probabil-
ity of using libraries that are not maintained because the developers ended up
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Figure 3.6: Percentage of Stack overflow questions [66].
abandoning the project. This causes major concerns because the project can
end up becoming stacked with bugs. These bugs may be more difficult to fix
because the issues causing them are usually not related to the solution itself,
but to the libraries that it was using. Attempting to solve these types of bug
issues can be both time-consuming and expensive. Another potential issue is
scalability. Developers must be extremely cautious in keeping documentation
up to date when developing enterprise solutions using JavaScript in order to
ensure that the product remains easy to maintain. Even though React Na-
tive is a viable approach and popular with developers, I have concluded that
most of its popularity comes from the fact that building prototypes using it is
relatively easy to do. Even though building prototypes using React Native is
simple, it is difficult to build scalable applications using it due to the lack of
strong types and compilation time error checking of javascript. If we were to
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chose this framework, developers would have to be extremely cautious when
writing code to ensure that it is scalable and not too costly to maintain.
3.6.3 Native Script
Native Script is another open source framework that can build native applica-
tions [59]. Although it is not as popular as React Native, it could still serve as
a viable solution. Native Script allows developers to build native applications
using Angular (a popular framework used to develop web applications) using
either the TypeScript or JavaScript language.
One advantage of Native Script is that the developer can start coding
on it using TypeScript out of the box. This is useful because, since TypeScript
is a strongly typed language superset of JavaScript, it allows users to have
compilation time error checking and makes it simpler to keep maintainable
code as opposed to JavaScript [45, 61]. Nonetheless, any JavaScript code is
still valid on TypeScript even though is not the best practice to have a lot of
JavaScript code on TypeScript.
One disadvantage of Native Script that we saw when making our de-
cisions is that it is not as popular as other frameworks. This means that
developing some tools might take a little longer since they will have to be done
from scratch.
Native Script works with strongly typed languages and is, therefore, a
feasible solution for building a scalable and easy to maintain app. Although
Native Script would be a feasible option, CITS has a highly specialized team
and has purchased licenses in other frameworks. Therefore, it would be more
logical to take advantage of our current expertise instead of investing time and
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Figure 3.7: Xamarin forms demo app screenshot from official website.
money into a framework that is completely new to the team.
3.6.4 Xamarin Forms
Xamarin Forms is Microsoft’s version of an all open-source cross-platform
framework. It allows coders to build native applications for iOS, Android,
and Windows while sharing over 96% of the code [55].
Xamarin Forms appears to be a feasible solution for PARIS+ as it allows
developers to write mobile applications using C#, a very popular language
for desktop app developing. Xamarin Forms allows coders to share not only
business logic code but the whole code of the interface [55].
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One disadvantage of Xamarin Forms is that it is changing frequently.
It is also not as popular as other frameworks, especially because Microsoft’s
models are not the favorite among the developer community as can be read in
forums [10,65]. One advantage of using Xamarin Forms is that all of the CITS
developers are familiar with the language and the group already has purchased
licenses to use its Integrated Development Environment (IDE) . This means
any PARIS current developer could be able to immediately start developing,
improving, and making changes to PARIS+ as necessary without having to
invest time or money into a new framework.
After considering the strengths and weakness of the previously men-
tioned frameworks, the framework selected to develop the application will be
Xamarin Forms. Xamarin Forms possesses the same functions as the other
frameworks that were considered, plus it will use similar language and IDE
than the rest of the projects at CITS, meaning it will be simpler to maintain
as any current developer could contribute.
3.7 Printing Hardware
As previously discussed, all of the solutions that were mentioned traditionally
use reliable yet expensive printers that increase the overall cost of the applica-
tion by hundreds of dollars. However, since I am looking for a more affordable
solution, other options will have to be considered.
Using one of the more expensive printers on the market would make
the process more simple for developers because most of these printers come
with Software Development Kits (SDK) for smart-phones that run on iOS. To
form a better understanding of Software development kits (a.k.a devkit), think
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Figure 3.8: Star thermal printer.
about an SDK like a kit used to build a model car; this kit includes all the
necessary pieces and assembly instructions needed to put it all together [7,48].
SDKs makes it simple and quick to interface with a specific device. Although
using cheaper solutions might potentially increase the developing complexity,
it is definitely an important option to consider when trying to keep the price
of the application as low as possible.
Because of their specific characteristics, the printers used by all of these
systems are thermal printers. Thermal printers are a great option for this
project because of their solid design; compared to ink printers, they have al-
most no moving parts. These printers do not need ink replacements and require
minimal maintenance. Additionally, thermal printers have been used in envi-
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ronments similar to the ones officers face and have demonstrated that they
work well under these conditions [41,81]. These qualities possessed by thermal
printers make them the best printer option for this project.
3.7.1 Choosing an Affordable Printer
Thermal printers to be used for this project were searched for around the U.S.
by browsing the internet. Although some seemingly reliable and affordable
options were found [1, 18, 72], in an attempt to locate even more affordable
options, Chinese providers were contacted using the Chinese multinational e-
commerce site Alibaba [16]. Through these providers, plenty of options for
affordable thermal printers were revealed.
As there are a large number of viable printer options, making the deci-
sion became complicated. In order to simplify the search, the requirements were
narrowed down to help identify specific characteristics that were considered as
necessary for the proposed solution. In order for a printer to be considered, it
would have to portable, battery operated, have blue-tooth connectivity, and at
least 80mm width. Plenty of emails and calls were exchanged until a seemingly
feasible provider was found and the first order was placed. Even though none
of these printers come with an SDK, they did come with helpful examples on
how to use them to connect with native applications.
The printers finally arrived in the U.S. and were tested. They worked
surprisingly well and were faster than originally expected. On top of this, the
connectivity process turned out to be quite simple. However, a driver still needs
to be developed to be able to use the printers with the application.
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3.8 Application Features
Based on the current implementation of PARIS and the other options that
exist in the market, there are some features that this solution must have in
order to be considered successful. The features that are vital to the success of
this project include speed, simplicity and affordability. If our product makes it
easier and quicker for officers to fill out their citation forms and is affordable,
then it can be considered a success.
3.8.1 Secure Login
It is important that the application be secure enough so that only the owner of
the phone can be granted access to it. To make this possible, the backend API
that will be developed should only accept authenticated requests for all of its
routes- except for the login route. In order to perform a log-in, the users should
provide their correct unique username and password. Failed authenticated re-
quests will be handled by the API responding with an error that prevents access
to invalid users. The authentication used will be a token-based authentication.
A token is a system randomly constructed representing the user or identity
it claims to be [82]. A token-based authentication embodies the exchange of
client authentication credentials, such as username and password, for a server
generated authentication token [34]. The API will be be running under proxies
to add an extra layer of security against brute force attacks.
3.8.2 Barcode Scanning
This feature can basically be considered a standard in all eCitation systems as
all of them have it. All U.S. driver’s licenses have a human-readable front side
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Figure 3.9: Arizona-U.S. driver license example.
Figure 3.10: Structure of bar code and symbol character [67].
where basic information can be found about the driver, including their picture.
On the back side, most U.S. driver’s licenses have a barcode that can provide
all of this information digitally encoded in the bars [2].
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The barcode used on U.S. driver’s licenses is called PDF417 [2]. PDF
stands for Portable Data File and this barcode is capable of encoding over a
kilobyte of data per label [67]. The symbols on the barcode are 17-modules
wide and always consist of 4 bars and 4 spaces. See Figure 3.6 [67].
It would be ideal to include a feature that has an external hardware de-
vice which scans the barcode in just milliseconds. However, this would increase
the hardware price and add yet another device that would need to be main-
tained. Therefore, the idea of using an external device for scanning barcodes
will have to be discarded for now.
Since this solution needs to kept as simple and inexpensive as possible,
the proposed approach is to make use of the existing camera on the smartphone
devices. The smartphone camera will be used to input the barcode as an image
and then have code process and decode the barcode of the ID.
3.8.3 Validation Rules
In order to make the system simple and quick to use, it is important to have
strong validation rules as mentioned in a interview by Captain Cannaday [32].
These rules are important in preventing the users from submitting an incom-
plete form or a form with incorrect data. As it was discussed on Section 2.2 it is
necessary to develop a validation data entry and prevent the user from typing
as much as possible to minimize errors and provide a good user experience. In
order to execute this, it is best to have drop-down menus that only allow the
user to select data instead of typing it in. This feature’s main purpose would
be to prevent typing mistakes. The validations should also be clearly visible
so that the user can easily identify any errors in filling out the form. This will
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Figure 3.11: PARIS Screenshot showing its validations.
be made possible by including a validation message directly alongside the field
and a global indicator for each part of the form. See Figure 3.5 for reference.
3.8.4 Add Multiple Violations
One of the features that makes PARIS so successful is how easy is it for an officer
to add additional violations to one driver within just a couple of seconds. See
Figure 3.6. Before PARIS, by using the handwritten approach or even some of
the current systems, the officer would have to fill the whole form out entirely
from the beginning. In these cases, the officers would be repeating a lot of
information which would make the process of adding violations difficult and
tedious to complete. For instance, before PARIS, if a driver were speeding
while not wearing a seatbelt, the officer would usually just write a citation for
the highest fault- in this case, speeding. This would mean that the officer would
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Figure 3.12: PARIS Screenshot showing the menu to add more violations or
warnings.
neglect to write a ticket for not wearing a seatbelt. By doing so, the driver
would not be punished for his actions and agencies would lose the income from
that ticket. This could easily be prevented if the process of adding a violation
was made simpler.
3.8.5 Crash Finder
The application should ideally have a location tool that would allow the officer
to drag and drop in order to select the exact location of the accident and
automatically fill the information required for the citation form. To do that,
the app will have an embedded database with all of the streets, highways,
private buildings, intersections, cities, and counties with all of their respective
GPS coordinates. Having GPS coordinates of all these areas will allow the
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application to calculate the closest highway and intersections needed for the
form.
3.8.6 Citation Generation
The application needs to be able to render a citation following a provided
template. This same rendered citation should be able to be printed so that the
officer can give it to the violators. The first approach to develop this part of
the application will be to have an html citation rendered on an embedded web
browser inside the application.
3.9 Application Back-end
The server for the application could potentially be any server operating system,
as it will be running an API developed using NodeJS- a JavaScript runtime
built on Chrome’s V8 JavaScript engine. This server will be independent and
its only purpose will be to communicate with the client application. The API
will be inserting data into a MySQL database, following the same structure
as the current PARIS system. The API will allow the client application to
authenticate users as well as insert new citations to the database. However,
the API will not allow the client to edit or delete data. The API will also be
in charge of submitting the data inserted by the client to other services.
NodeJS was specifically chosen because it can be run on any server
operating system and is easy to develop and prototype. Plenty of libraries
can be accessed through its ‘Node Package Manager.’ This will reduce the
developing time significantly because not all of the code has to be written from
scratch.
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Server-side validations could potentially be a useful feature to include.
However, since the database design of PARIS already has validations and the
client side will have them as well, it is not crucial to include this particular
feature in this potential solution and will, therefore, be left out.
This private API could also later be made open to other clients so that
any future development could interface with this same server and allow data
to be submitted through it.
3.10 Citation Manager
To make this solution even more user-friendly and unique, a web platform for
managing citations will be added. This management tool would allow any
court that would like to enroll in the system to be able to have the citations
submitted by the system instantly and be able to print and review them. This
tool is especially important in Oklahoma because the court’s current efforts to
provide all of the requirements to allow more agencies to submit data digitally
are not enough. These methods usually end up taking too much time to add
to their system.
3.10.1 Client Side
This tool will have the capabilities to query data from a desired period of time
and will allow the users to pass different filters like cities, names, and officers, to
make searching a simple and smooth experience. One of the more challenging
aspects of this is that this tool should be able to manage an extremely high
volume of data in order to exceed the high expectations of the court.
To make this app both quick and simple to use, it will be necessary
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to make it a web app using a single page design. A single page web app is
a website that only reloads the content that needs to be updated, leaving the
rest of the website as it is and maintaining the state of all components that
have not been re-uploaded. One of the popular frameworks for developing this
kind of applications is Angular- this will be the framework used in this part
of the solution. Angular will be used because its design patterns make the
developing process both scalable and easy to maintain. This application will
be communicating with a different server than the one the mobile application
is communicating with.
3.10.2 Server Side Web API
This server will be only storing citation data and pdf versions of the reports
submitted to allow the court members to access any citation at any time. The
mobile application server will be in charge of passing the information that the
mobile application is submitting to the citation manager server. The server-
side API (Application Programming Interface) will be developed using NodeJS
and will allow authenticated requests to edit and read citations for the client
of the citation manager. It will allow requests to insert data from the server of
the application.
This API is restricted to be used only by the client side of the citation
manager and the client application’s server. However, it is capable of handling
much more and could potentially be another service that any other client such
as PARIS (or any other private companies’ client) could communicate with in




A great deal of contemplation went into searching for the proper solution to
the problems currently being faced concerning eCitation applications. In this
chapter, I will discuss the implementations of the features mentioned in Chapter
3. To do this, I will be detailing the problems that were faced during this
project and explaining the solutions that were used in order to finally achieve
the desired goal.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the framework that was chosen
for this application is Xamarin Forms- a framework that allows developers to
code applications using the C# language and share 96% of that code between
platforms [55].
During the writing process of this application, the collision form in Okla-
homa was undergoing a complete redesign. Therefore, any efforts put forth in
writing a collision tool would end up being futile. This is because once Okla-
homa releases the new form, all of the front-end and back-end code will most
likely have to be completely modified.
As explained in the introduction, this implementation is a shared work
between Hesham Makhlouf and me. My personal contributions on this project
are the following:
• Development of the Application Interface(API) for PARIS+
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• Structure Organization of the project libraries
• Login Interface
• Printer Driver
• Citation Page Holder
• Bar Code Scanner Interface
• MVVM Library
• Legacy Dropdown Library
• User Control Library
• PARIS+ Ciration Manager Client and Login
• PARIS+ Citation Manager Search Tool
• Development of the Application Interface(API) for PARIS+ Citation
Manager Tool
These parts of the application were designed equally by Makhlouf and me:
• Interface and logic designed of Environment Page
• Interface and logic designed of Person Page
• Interface and logic designed of Vehicle Page
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Figure 4.1: Shared class example.
4.1 Xamarin Forms Overview
As previously mentioned, Xamarin Forms is the framework that has been cho-
sen to be implemented for this project. This portion of the chapter will serve
as an introduction covering the important factors that lead to making this de-
cision. Xamarin Forms is a mobile app development framework with UI (User
interface) technology that allows users to share not only the logic code but also
the complete UIs.
Xamarin allows users to utilize two different code strategies- Shared
Project and Portable Class Library (PCL). The main difference between these
two strategies is that Shared Projects allows for the use of compiler directives in
the code which allow for a range of platform-specific operations. This performs
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Figure 4.2: Bluetooth interface.
perfectly well for prototypes or small projects. However, it does have the
potential to become increasingly complicated as projects start growing. See
Figure 4.1.
PCL, on the other hand, allows for cleaner implementations as it allows
for the separation of platform-specific code into other libraries or files using
Dependency Services. PCL has been recently deprecated and the .NETpowe
Standard Class has become its successor. Migrating PCL to the .NET Standard
is ultimately not too complicated and performing this migration should be
considered in the future.
4.2 Portable Class Library
Portable Class Libraries, as mentioned previously, have been exchanged with
.NET Standart libraries. Despite this change, the purpose of the libraries re-
mains the same. PCL holds the majority of the code and is where the shared
code is written. All of the logic and the views are written in these libraries
and are later compiled into the native applications. Figure 4.3 shows the ar-
chitecture of an application using a portable class library to share its code.
Additionally, it illustrates how all of the data access, business, data layer, and
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Figure 4.3: Architecture of Xamarin Cross-Platform using PCL [20].
services happen on the PCL while also showing how native features are ac-
cessed.
4.2.1 Dependency Services
Dependency Services allow the application to call platform-specific functional-
ity from a shared code. This way, Xamarin Forms can perform any operation
that any native application could do. As shown in the diagram on Figure 4.4,
the Dependency Service is a resolver- an interface that is defined by the devel-
opers. The Dependency Service finds the right implementation of the interface
for each platform [17].
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Figure 4.4: Dependency Services overview.
Interface
The interface defines how the interaction with the platform-specific function-
ality will happen. In simpler terms, the interface declares the functions that
are going to be implemented, what the inputs will be for the function, and its
outputs. Figure 4.2 is an example of an interface implementation, which is the
one used for the bluetooth connection in the application [17].
Platform Implementations and Registrations
Once interfaces are defined, they need to be implemented in the project of each
platform that is being targeted. Figure 4.5 shows part of the Android imple-
mentation of the bluetooth interface for the application. Each implementation
needs to be registered. To do so, the first line of Figure 4.5 is needed.
From this, it can be inferred that the simplest application developed on
Xamarin Forms for Android and iOS will have to include at least 3 different
libraries- one for the PCL, one for Android and an additional one for iOS.
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Figure 4.5: Bluetooth interface implementation for Android.
Figure 4.6 shows an example of a whole project (solution) for both Android
and iOS.
4.3 Project Structure and Libraries Overview
The project was broken up into different libraries (Figure 4.7) to make its
maintenance more simple and cost-effective. To try to maintain the principle
of Separation of Concern (SoC), each library only contains code specifically for
what it was written for (a separate concern) and does not include any additional
code.
4.3.1 Model-View-ViewModel Library (MVVM)
This library facilitates the use of MVVM architectural pattern. Using MVVM
allows for the separate software structure of views, models, and view models
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Figure 4.6: Example solution (.sln) for a basic iOS and Android application.
by using the concept of data binding (the connection between user interfaces
and business logic).
This means that by using MVVM, pages and logic can be separated to
increase the re-usability of the code while keeping it easy to develop, test, and
maintain. To connect the pages and the logic, XAML (which stands for Ex-
tensible Application Markup Language and is the language behind the visual
representation of an application) and Data Binding technology is used [52]. In
summary, the views in MVVM communicate with the models through com-
mands and data bindings. The view model can then read the data from the
model and display them in the view as seen in Figure 4.8. In [52], XiaoLong
Li explains the low level details of how this all works.
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Figure 4.7: PARIS+ libraries overview.
Figure 4.8: MVVM class diagram [52].
This library contains methods that can be used throughout the entire
application in order to make MVVM usage simpler. These methods can also
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be used as data converters for the views and services to navigate between pages
in the application.
4.3.2 PARIS Plus App Library
This library contains all of the model’s definitions needed to work on the appli-
cation as well as all of its view models that allow it to display the data on the
views. This library also contains all of the functions needed to make the HTTP
requests to the API (application programming interface) in order to save the
data to the database.
4.3.3 ID Parser
This library contains all of the code related to the data stored in the driver’s
license barcode. The details regarding the implementation of this library will
be explained later on in this chapter when the features of the application are
explained. To use this library, it is necessary to create a new instance of the
main class called DriverLicense and pass the text value of the scanner result.
Once this is done, the class will parse the fields in the demand calling functions,
such as getFirstName(), to retrieve the driver’s first name. See figure 4.9 for
an example of usage.
4.3.4 Legacy Dropdowns
This library is partially taken from the PARIS Desktop application, but it
has been altered and improved in order to work in Xamarin. The library
dynamically generates the content for the dropdowns from an xml database
file with all of the dropdown values and database keys.
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Figure 4.9: Driver’s license class usage example.
Figure 4.10: Dropdown usage example.
To populate a dropdown, as seen in figure 4.10, a new instance of the
DropdownViewModel(a class from the library) object is needed. For that, con-
structor(a method that allow to create a new instance of the class) receives two
parameters. The first parameter is a dropdown Item which is created by using
the DropdownCache static class and passing the type of the dropdown instance
(this could be citation or collision) and the dropdown name- OklahomaCoun-
ties in this example (The list of complete dropdowns can be found in an xml
file included in the library). The second parameter of the class is an action
which is executed when the user selects a dropdown.
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Figure 4.11: Location look-up library example code.
To display the values of the dropdown, a custom control (explained
later on in this chapter) needs to be used in the XAML view and it needs
the property ItemSource to be binded to the DropdownItems property of the
DropdownViewModel instantiated previously. See Figure 4.10.
4.3.5 Location LookUp
This library contains a database with all of the cities, counties, streets and
buildings that allow the application to find the information needed for the
forms when the user selects a location. This library is explained in more de-
tail later on in this chapter. This library contains three projects, one for the
Android implementation, another for the iOS implementation, and a portable
class library which allows the shared code to interface with this custom imple-
mentations on each platform.
The library’s usage is relatively straightforward. A new instance of
the LocationLookup Class is required and the constructor simply takes two
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Figure 4.12: Printing library example.
parameters, the latitude and longitude of the user. With that information, it
will calculate the information needed for the forms. The results of the class are
then stored on properties inside the class. See Figure 4.11 for more details.
4.3.6 Printer Library
The printer library handles the bluetooth connections to the printing device
and allows the user to print the citations. This library also includes three
projects for the custom implementation on each platform and one that is used
in the shared code.
To use the printer library, it is required to first connect to the printer
and then call the print method, Figure 4.12 and pass the rendered view that
contains the rendered citation as a jpg. The printer library then converts this
jpg into a black and white images to finally send the image as Bite array using
a socket connection, so that the printer can produce the citation.
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Figure 4.13: Custom user control usage.
4.3.7 User Control Library
This library contains the custom user controls designed for the application to
meet all of the requirements defined in the previous chapter. The custom con-
trols are called Validated Entry, Validated Picker, and Validated Date Picker.
The usage for the three of them is similar.
The controls expose common properties, ErrorMessage and IsValid. Er-
rorMessage is the value that displays to the user when the input has an error.
IsValid represents the current status of the control that could be true or false,
meaning it is valid or not. The custom entry has a binded property text that
holds the value entered by the user. The picker has bindable ItemsSource which
are the values in the list to pick, and the bindable SelectedItem property that
holds the value selected by the user.
4.4 User Interface Overview
The interface was designed with the intention of making the program as quick
and simple as possible to use. Directly typed input fields were avoided wherever
possible as officers typing using their smartphone keyboards take extra time
and may lead to unnecessary mistakes in fields that are difficult to validate. In
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order to provide a solution to this particular issue, dropdown or picker menus
were used as much as possible since the simplest way to pick a value from a
touchscreen is to click on it. However, since some customization was needed,
the traditional drop-downs provided by the frameworks were not enough. To
resolve this issue, custom implementation (such as text entries and pickers) was
necessary. To make the experience simpler and smoother, the citation form
was divided into different sections similar to the PARIS Desktop Application
mentioned in previous chapters. The parts of the form are divided into the
following sections:
• Location Lookup or Crash Finder
Here the user can select the exact location where the contact occurred
from a map. This way, the application is able to process the rest of the
necessary information related to location and fill it automatically.
• Environment Page
This section holds information about the date and time of the incident,
the type of incident and the court date if needed.
• Location Page
This section of the form displays information regarding the location of
the contact. The majority of this section can be automatically populated
by the information provided in the Location Lookup.
• Person Page
This is where the officer provides information about the driver. Some
of these fields include name, nationality, gender, and race. Most of this
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data can be automatically populated when the user takes advantage of
the barcode scanning feature.
• Vehicle Page
This section contains information about the car that was being driven
during the incident. This information includes the license plate number,
color, and make of the car.
• Warning and Violation Section
In this part of the form, the officer is able to add any additional violations
or warnings that will be given to the driver.
• Preview and Printing Page
This page shows a preview of the citation, lets the user zoom in to double
check fields if needed and allows the user to connect to the printer and
print out the citation to give to the driver.
4.5 Authentication
Both the API and the Client Application (referred to from now on as PARIS+)
will have authentication. The authentication on PARIS+ prevents unautho-
rized users from passing the login view and the API authentication will block
any request responses unless they come from an authenticated user. This lo-
gin page allows the user to type in their username and password and submit
the data to the API, thus making the POST request necessary for the API to
perform authentication.
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The API then processes the credentials received and makes sure the
username actually exists in its database; if it does not, the API will finish the
authentication by sending a 401 error reply to the client denoting unauthorized
access. If the username entered exists, the API will proceed to hash the received
password and compare it with the one stored for that user in the database. Only
if the hash password matches the one in the database and the account of the
officer is active, the API will reply with a token (JWT explained as planned on
the previous chapter). This token will be used on future requests to identify
the user and on the time-to-live (TTL) as seen in Figure 4.14, which gives an
overview of the process to authenticate the user. This TTL can be adjusted to
any requirement needed but, for our current purposes, a token can last for up
to 14 days. The complete process to verify the user request to authenticated
the user before a JWT is generated as planned in the previous chapter can be
seen in detail on Figure 4.15.
Passwords on the API are stored hashed. The hashing algorithm em-
ployed for this project is bcrypt. Bcrypt was chosen due to the fact that it
is one of the most secure and widely used hashing functions. The security
provided by bcrypt comes from the fact that it uses a salt to hash each user’s
password instead of a global salt for all of the users (using a global salt for
all users makes it simpler to hackers to gain access to an account by using
brute force). Additionally, the function repeats the salting in order to increase
computing time a known number of times. In other words, as the password
will be hashed one time using the salt for the user and then it will be hashed
again using the same salt and again and again until the predefined number of
times the password needs to be hashed is reached. This makes it more difficult
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Figure 4.14: Authentication block diagram.
Figure 4.15: Authentication flow chart.
for hackers to attack by using brute-force as they will have to go through a
lot of computations for each user they try to hack. Accounts are managed
by the administrator by manually making requests to the API authenticated
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Figure 4.16: PARIS+ login page.
as an administrator. So, no user can recover passwords, create accounts, or
change any information about their accounts; only the administrator is set up
to perform these tasks.
The login interface, Figure 4.16, has two text box inputs that allow the
user to type their credentials along with a submit button at the bottom of the
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Figure 4.17: Barcode calling example.
page. It is designed to be simple and to feel familiar to any other application’s
login. This way, the users will be accustomed to working with these types of
interfaces, thus reducing the need for training.
4.6 Barcode Scanning
The barcode scanning feature is quite useful since it allows the officers to import
the driver’s data quickly and easily. Another reason for choosing Xamarin is
that it comes with a Components Library where coders upload useful libraries
that can be either free or paid. These libraries are extremely beneficial because
they eliminate the need to create code from scratch.
For the barcode scanning feature, the ZXing (Zebra Crossing) library
was chosen. It was decided that it was best to build the scanner using a library
because it reduces both the cost and time of development. Using the library
allowed for the addition of scanning capabilities without sacrificing any extra
developing time. The basic way of using the feature is to trigger the scanner
by user input, such as a click of a button, and then call the scanner for a scan
using an asynchronous call (Figure 4.17). The next step, as explained in the
flowchart on Figure 4.19, would be to verify that the value of the returned
output is not null and then pass it through the parser code to fill the form.
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Figure 4.18: Barcode scanning on the application.
The interface for the barcode scanner is designed to be straightforward;
it simply displays the camera input with a line to help align the driver’s license,
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Figure 4.19: Barcode scanner flow chart.
a button to switch the phone light on or off, and provides audible feedback when
the user successfully scans a driver license. See Figure 4.18.
The result delivered by the scanner is a text input representing the in-
formation encoded in the barcode. This data follows the American Association
of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) standards [2]. The parser for the
standard was developer by another member of the CITS team.
4.7 Validation Rules
In order to ensure the quality of the data, it is extremely important to verify
that the data inserted by the user is accurate. To do this, two different types
of graphical error indicators are required on the interface.
To accomplish this, a validator library was developed (User Control Li-
brary mentioned previously) that receives parameters such as the total number
of validations on that view of the form, the status of the field, and the error
message to display on the interface. Developing this validator was a challenge
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Figure 4.20: Screenshot showing validations on the form.
as we wanted to have a powerful and scalable tool that could be easily reused.
The development of custom controls was needed to make the validation error
clearly visible because the common controls that come with each operating
system do not support validations. This requires the development of custom
picker menus and textbox entries. Pickers are pop-up menus that allow the
user to pick a value from a list, while textboxes are directly typed input fields.
See Figure 4.20. Tabs are used to hold all of the parts of the form. Because of
this, it makes sense to place the number of errors in that specific section of the
form in the tab headers. See Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.21: Screenshot of a rendered citation form.
4.8 Multiple Violations and Citation Generation
Allowing the officers to add multiple violations and citations is a crucial feature
of this project. This way, officers do not have to fill out an entirely new form
just to create an additional violation. The interface was developed so that
the officer can quickly search within a list of violations and add as many as
needed. The first thing the interface displays when the officer attempts to add
a violation is a view with all of the possible violations listed and a search bar on
the top of the screen. From here, the officer can perform a quick search simply
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by entering any word mentioned in the violation and easily select the desired
option from the list. As soon as the option is selected, the application brings
the user back to the violation view where the officer can delete the violation
added or tap to add more detail- such as a remark.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the citation needs to be generated based on
the previous information and violations assigned by the officer. To generate this
citation in a way that would duplicate the exact look of the current citation’s
format, HTML was used and coded from scratch. More specifically, the citation
is actually coded using Razor syntax from ASP.NET which is a web framework
that uses C# as language. This Razor syntax becomes rendered and is dis-
played as normal HTML with the actual code resembling HTML with some
C# code embedded in it. This allows display values from libraries to be easily
assigned and also makes it simple to dynamically render the desired number of
citations or violations inserted by the officer. This HTML is later displayed on
a web view embedded in the last section of the form. This specific web view
control had to be customized and required writing native code in order for it
to be possible to print. To do this, the review content is first converted to a
JPG image that is later passed to the printer driver which prints the citation.
See Figure 4.21.
4.9 Backend
The backend is an Application Interface (API) that is in charge of receiving
all of the information from the client application. The API contains all the
model definitions for all of the tables. The API has routes that allow HTTP
request to insert or read data to each table in the database. The previous
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PARIS database was designed based on TraCS and already has all of the fields
necessary for the State of Oklahoma. And as it was instructed, PARIS+ follows
the same design. The API runs through a Proxy Server provided by the I.T.
personnel of ITS. The proxy server allows having Mod Security which is a
real-time web application framework that provides an extra layer of security
by protecting the server from vulnerability present in web application code,
making the API more secure. All the routes of the API, except for the login,
are protected. This means that only authenticated request can be processed.
The rest of the requests will be replied to with a forbidden error.
4.10 Citation Manager
The citation manager 4.22 is another unique solution for the PARIS+ mobile
application that works as a service for the courts in Oklahoma. The system
offers the courts access to view the citations generated by the PARIS desktop
and PARIS+ mobile application.
4.10.1 Overview
Authentication
Much like PARIS+, the citation manager web application has a token-based
authentication with the same approach as the PARIS+ API. The citation man-
ager allows the court administrators to manage their user’s accounts where they
are able to add or remove users and reset passwords from their administrator
menu.
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Figure 4.22: Citation Manager sign-in page screenshot.
Search Tool
The citation manager has a sophisticated search tool that allows its user to
easily perform a search. It allows the user to set a range of dates for the search
using two date pickers at the top of the interface. It also allows users to real-
time filter by any field simply by typing in the generic search bar at the top
of the screen. Additionally, the search bar supports the use of wildcards that
make executing the search far more simple. For example, a user could simply
start typing in the beginning of the name of the person he is looking for and
append a % at the end, and the search tool will look in all of the fields for
any information beginning with that entry. In order to perform a more specific
search, the user can append a & at the end of his text and start writing in
an additional search parameter such as the city where the incident occurred.
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Figure 4.23: Citation Manager dashboard screenshot.
For example, if the user were to type in Rod%&Norman, the search tool would
return all of the entries that contain a field that begins with Rod, and another
field with the value Norman. The results are displayed in a table format with
multiple pages of 14 records each. These records are lazy loaded- meaning that
the data is loaded on demand. Therefore, if a search results in many records,
the API only returns 14 records per page. This allows the web application to
perform well and the API response to remain fast even with a high volume of
records.
4.10.2 Data Acquisition
The citation manager receives its data from the PARIS+ API. Once data has
been inserted by an officer, the API can then sync that information to the
citation manager using its API. This allows other systems, such as PARIS
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Figure 4.24: Citation Manager block diagram.
Desktop, to sync its data to the citation manager. The system is capable of
receiving data from many services. Therefore, in the future, the private API
could be opened to other services that would also like to submit data to the
Oklahoma court. The block diagram in Figure 4.24 explains how the data is
inserted into the citation manager using its API.
4.11 Budget
Throughout the entire process of this project, the fact that this solution needed
to be as affordable as possible was always kept in mind. In order to keep
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costs within budget, extra effort was needed during development to ensure
that the code could function properly when used with expensive hardware such
as the previously mentioned thermal printers. To keep costs as low as possible,
the final solution was made to be capable of working on the officers’ existing
smartphones and would only require an external printer which would make
handing over a physical copy of the ticket to the violators possible.
Table 4.1 shows the estimated budget for an agency where the officers do
not have a smartphone. The one time investment required per user is around
$200, which is even less than the typical printer cost (between $300 and $600
depending on the brand, size and portability). This price includes a low range
smartphone. The cost to run PARIS per agency is estimated to be around $166
a month or around $2000 a year, regardless of the number of officers.
Table 4.1 shows the estimated budget for an agency where the officers
already have smartphones (most cases). The only one-time investment required
in this situation is simply the cost of the printer, which is around $71. The
total cost to run PARIS per agency is estimated to be around $166 a month or
around $2000 a year regardless of the number of officers.
An agency with 10 officers that already possess smartphones could begin
using PARIS+ with a total initial investment of less than $2700 in the first year
and expect to pay an additional $2000 for each of the following years. Agencies
with officers who currently do not possess smartphones could begin with an
investment of roughly $4020 in the first year.
This price-point is very promising considering the fact that the current
PARIS’ required investment for a similar agency for the first year alone is
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Table 4.1: Required budget to use PARIS+ including smartphone.
around $15,000. This cost includes refurbished Toughbook computers, which
only account for the hardware requirements needed in order to implement the
system in an agency. By removing these requirements, PARIS+ is able to
provide a far more affordable solution.
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Table 4.2: Required budget to use PARIS+.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
In this Thesis, I have shown the details of the design and development of my
solution to the lack of electronic submission systems for small police agencies
in Oklahoma.
I have explained what electronic citation systems are and why it is
important to have accurate data reports from police agencies. Additionally,
I reviewed the private and public solutions currently available on the market.
Even though they offer solutions to many of the problems that are caused
by handwritten citations, they do not solve all of the ones detailed in this
Thesis including offering the ability to easily add multiple violations within a
citation. I have also presented all of the possible options for developing mobile
applications as well as why touchscreen phones have the potential of becoming
very useful user input devices for developing this kind of application.
I explained in detail the implementation of the most important parts
of the application such as login, barcode scanning, validations, a capability of
adding multiple violations, and the citation manager tool for the courts.
The intent of the developed application is to provide a police data col-
lection system that is easy to use, while still gathering high accuracy data and
is affordable for most police agencies.
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5.1 Contribution
In this thesis, the solution I have presented, as previously explained, is a shared
work. In the presented solution, my personal contributions are the following:
• Development of the Application Interface(API) for PARIS+
• Structure and Organization of the Project Libraries
• Login Interface
• Printer Driver
• Citation Page Holder
• Bar Code Scanner Interface
• MVVM Library
• Legacy Dropdown Library
• User Control Library
• PARIS+ Ciration Manager Client and Login
• PARIS+ Citation Manager Search Tool




While the application development turned out to be a success, as all of the set
goals where reached, improvements can still be made. One important task that
is still left to be done is to migrate the current libraries to the newest libraries
on Xamarin Forms. The project is currently using Portable Class Libraries
(PCL) which have already been surpassed by the new .Net Standard Libraries
that have been released. However, this transition is expected to be relatively
straight-forward and could be completed in the near future.
Another feature that still needs to be completed is the oﬄine login and
the data synchronization. Although this feature is currently partially working,
it needs to be improved and tested to ensure that it is working correctly .
Additionally, some dependency services for iOS need to be polished
and finished. These include the Location Lookup and the Printing Service.
While these services have been tested and are working perfectly on Android,
as this was the priority, the iOS implementation still needs to undergo some
improvements.
The application does still need to be tested with a beta group to ensure
that it works perfectly for the officers. To do this, the beta group will be
testing the printers to measure how long they can survive in rough environments
and determining whether the overall application fulfills the officers’ needs and
expectations.
After a beta program has been run, the application will have to be de-
ployed to many agencies using the Business to Business (B2B) services provided
by both Apple and Android. This will make the update process, maintenance,
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and adding of agencies both simple and affordable. This application was de-
veloped with the ability to scale. Because of this, Crash, Stored Vehicles,
and DUI Forms could easily be implemented and added to the application to
provide even more services to small agencies in the future.
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